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nrmonucTloN 
J. atudy of lIIf8at1ng reaponee. tl"Olll :realonal akin are.. 1ft man baa been 
flada by .. veral 1m'esticators (1, 2, ), b It $). The .. atuc11e8 •• tabl1ahecl b 
existence of regioMl dill_renee. in 1:.1'1. swatina rate.. Howe ..... r, Randall 
(6, 7) was the t1rat to .luoidate the pattern of these regional d1tlerence •• 
In hie liNt investigation of the probla (6) Randall obater"'ftMl, during tbel'Ml 
equ1l1briwA studios With an amb1ent taperature just. above the 8wuaUng thres-
hold, that .. atJ.na va oont1ned to the IIIOet inter10r port.1oDfJ ot the body. 
At hieber abient terlperaturea, .. ating responses 8pl"ead roatraUy in an order 
17 aequence unt11 aU are .. exhibited sudoJlotor aotiV1t.y. In a detailed 
anal.3'ais of th18 pbenoaeDOn Randall. at. ale (7, 8) aat.abl1a.bed tb,a, wban the 
enUre bod,. of DOl'al aan 1. expoeec1 'to a progreaa1ft _lava'tion ot environ-
MaW t8apersture, therMl .... t.1n,g 18 coll8utent.17 reorui ted 11rat on tbe 
lowl"llOst portio .. of t.he body (dorSUIl of the toot, cal.t) with procI"eul .. re-
c!'tllt.nt cephalad to ultimately 1nclude aU regional........ R ..... all at ale 
(9) fOUD! that. the .... pDOra! pat.ten of 1'eOl"Ull1l1ent obtained it onl,. tile 
upper portion ot the body .. heated. The .. studie. refuted 1'he opinion that 
human "stine alwaya appeara uni"eraally OftI' 'the entire boct7 (10, 11). 
Altboup hesUna only balt of the body aurt,,_ br1.naa about. recndtlll8n\ of 
sweating 01 all regional are .. , it HeIIIIed reuonable to assume "t.hat beat.1D& a 
1 
2 
verJ' small tr'aotion of the body surface would not ellei t l"8crui tmont ot all 
areas. Betwettn thes" two fraotions there probably e:.dsta a critical quantit,. 
of akin surtace that MUst be heated, to a ~iven level oYer a particular t_, 
betore recru1taent is complete. It such an hypothesis vent valid, heating It 
wbminimal area for any given set ot oonditione wuld recruit no swafting Or' 
sweating on 11111 ted areas of the 'body. 
It 1s an important !unction ot these invus tigationtt to teat tbe valid! t)" 
of this hypothesi. and to study the relatiomship betwen the area beated and 
the .areas on which awea ting 1& roaru! ted. 
Exaldnation ot Ramall's work (7) revew that l"ttcrultaent frequent17 
.tarted before a rise in bod,. temperature OOCUlTed and in uny inatances when 
body teJlpera ture vaa lalling. RaMall was 1nc11nad to the opinion t.ilat the 
rec.ru1_nt of these audomowr respoDflJes was related to tJemwry st1.lm.llat1on b7 
heat. It aeUted. unlikely' tha t 1n1 t1ation of the response by a rise 1n hypo-
thalamic teIlperature could occur concurrently 'With a tall in body teMperature. 
Aocording to present cone.pta, theftlOrtlgulatory 8'IIAUltlng 18 effected in 
two V&yIU (I) blood at elevated 'teI'apGratu.retl pcrtusea tJ1Et hypoUlalamu, am 
stimulate. thomoregulat.or,y centers, :md (2) afferent rwrYe impulses, arriv1n& 
trom peripheral reoeptors, activate the same centers. Tnt! operation ot tbe 
first meohan1.a has been proved beyotd doubt. Ranson and his &S80oiatea 
(12, 1) ;$( 14) demonstrated this function oJ: tbe hypothal8l!lUB and sbowd tbe 
tbemolY't1c antaa to be situated in t.be anterior portion (1S). Wit.b the hypo-
tbalamua intact, thenaol"8p1atory awatini 18 .. 11 Maintained in spite of 
e:xper1lll8ntal destruotion of h1iher centers. Clinioal studi •• in which specifiC 
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lesions have been anatomically demonstrated offer further conclusive evidence 
(16, 17, 18 & 19). '!he efferent pathways through the lower brain stem and 
spinal cord to the sympathetic outflow are not clearly umerstood, although 
several authors (20, 21 & 22) have contributed to an anatomical description. 
Afferent pathways for reflex thermal sweating are not known. Neither 
have the peripheral sensory receptors been satisfactorily defined. Until re-
cently the afferent receptor was considered to be the end organ of Ruffini 
(23) but this "Was primarily an assumption unsupported by facts. Weddell et ale 
(24, 25 & 26) have shown that encapsulated endings are probably not those 
associated with thermal reception and that the true sensory ending is probably 
unencapsulated. Also, it has been demonstrated that for any given area the 
sensation of warmth am the onset of sweating are not related (9). 
Although the anatomical nature and spatial position of the peripheral 
receptor is urlknown, it is clear tna t afferent nerve impulses impinge upon the 
central nervous system and cause reflex sweating. Randall et ale (27, 28) ob-
aerved that if one limb is heated with its circulation occluded, refiex sweat-
ing occurs. This has been thoroughly confirmed by IsekutlS et ale (29). Also, 
Ituno (0) found that cooling an extre.ity with its circulation occluded oauses 
inhibition of sweat outbreak on other areas. Although these studies clearly 
del10nstrate that reflex sweating occurs, they do not demonstrate the extent, 
or for that utter, the actual partiCipation of the hypothalamus in renex 
soating. 
The recru.i_nt patterns of Randall (7, 9) reveal cyclic activity of the 
sweat glands within a regional area as WEIll as a cyclic response among the 
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various sweating areas. The cycles on different areas may be in or out of 
phase. The process of recruitment is regular, and if it is controlled by the 
hypothalamus, one must imagine a system in which the hypothalamus discharges 
differentially to each of the &eparate cutaneous areas. On the other hand, 
JI1ediation of thermoregulatory sweating could occur at spinal levels through 
facilitation by sensory impulses impinging upon them from peripheral receptors. 
Variations in threshold of spinal centers would account for the successive 
recruitment. 
Classical teaching has held, however, tha t hypo thalamic influence is 
necessary for thermal sweating to occur (31, 32 &. 33), and several workers 
(34, 35, 36, 37 &. 38) have reported that in paraplegia thermal reflex sweating 
does not occur below the level of spinal transection. This lewl is not that 
ot the structural injury to the cord, but rather that lowermost postganglionic 
sympathetic connection with uninjured proximal portion of the central nervous 
system. The early and outstanding contributions of Head and Riddoch (34) are 
often quoted in support of the concept that thermoregulatory sweating does not 
occur on those areas served by the isolated spinal cord. However, this work 
did not involve critical observations Oli the thermoregulatory responses. Kore .. 
over, all of the patients studied were in a debilitated state and none had re .. 
covered from the post-shock state of hyper-reflexi •• 
Relatively recent workers (35, 36, 37 &38) have reinforced the concept 
that thel'l11oregulatory sweating does not occur below the level ot transection. 
Allot these later investigators studied paraplegics who had completely re-
covered from the generalized mass reflex response as well as chronic hyper-
reflerla. '!hey all used either the quinuarin test of Guttman (39) or the 
starch-iodine technique of Minor (40). 
It is well recognized that reflex sweating may occur below the level of 
the lesion in paraplegia during the mass reflex and under conditions of 
visceral stimulation such as bladder or rectal distention (34, 41 & 42). 
Since such visceral reflex sweating does occur, it is obvious that the spinal 
cord is capable of mediating a sweating reflex and that the efferent limb ot 
the reflex are, as well as the sweat glands, are capable of functioning. Also, 
it seems reasonable that the afferent limb of the thermal sweating reflex is 
intact. It appears then, that all of the necessary components for ther.mal 
spinal reflex sweating are present. It was felt that the inability of pre-
vious investigators to demonstrate such sweating was due to an inadequate 
stimulus or improper recording techniques. 
A careful and thorough study of thermal sweating in paraplegic patients 
comprises an important portion of the current study. 
MATERIALS AND ME'IHODS 
1. Climate Chamber 
In all studies a climate cha.mber was employed that permitted control of 
environmental temperature between 180 and 700C. The chamber was approximately 
8 feet long, 6 feet wide, and 7 feet high. The door, walls and ceiling were 
constructed of a douhle layer of -t inch wall board separated by a 1 inch air 
space. To obviate the necessity of opening the door during an experiment, two 
6 inch square rubber dam "portholes" with slits in their centers enabled 
material to be passed into or out of the chamber. 
A General Electric Thinline air conditioner was mounted in one wall of 
the chamber enabling a decrease in temperature to 180 0. This vas an advantage 
on days ~.n the ambient temperature was above the threshold level for sweat-
ing. On such days, the cooling procedure vas applied only to the subject com-
pletely enclosed in the chamber in order to establish a zero base line for 
lIVeating. 
The tempera ture wi thin the ohtiUllber was eleva ted by means of a thermo-
statically controlled beating unit mounted in one wall. Adequate circulation 
of the warm air without excessive convection currents was aocomplished by a 
bull t in fan. Temperatures as high as 700C were usually reached within 
approximately 2! hours. Experimental time periods greatly in excess of this 
were a source of increasing discomfort for the subject who was obliged to re-
6 
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main relatively quiet during the entire procedure. 
In all studies, except those involving only one arm in the chamber, the 
subject reclined comfortably OIl a 28 inch x 76 1nch copper screen mesh bed. 
'rhe chamber was modified to permi t exposure of lim! ted areas of the body to 
the ambient temperature wi thin the chamber. In one wall of the chamber were 
two insula ted doors, one above the 0 ther. A framed rubber diaphragm was 
f1 tted about the body of the subject at a level which demarcated that portion 
of the body to be placed in the chamber. The bed was cons truc ted to permit 
the subject to lie in relative comfort with the frame about his body. It was 
then wheeled through the opening until the frame of the diaphragm came flush 
with the frame in the upper door. '!be two frames were then bolted together 
to make a tight seal. The lower compartment door was then closed, making a 
seal with the lower portions of the bed frame and the diaphragm. '!hue, the 
inside of the chamber was completely sealed from the outside even though only 
a portion of the subject lay wi thin the chamber (Figure 1). '!he rubber dia-
pbraBJRS were individually fitted for each subject and for each portion of the 
body to Vlich they were applied. 
The bed was not used in experiments involVing only one am in the ch8Jllber 
because ot difficulty in application. In these studies the subject sat on 
!a chair with one arm protruding through the diaphragm. 
Fi gure 1 
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2. Methods of Recordip& Swating Res1X?nses 
In the initial experiments, sweating responses were recorded by the 
technique of Ramall (43). This method employed a high starch content bond 
paper (e.g., Fox River Bond) which was applied to a skin area previously paint-
ed with a 3 per cent solution of iodine in 95 per cent ethyl alcohol. In the 
presence of sweat, reddish blue spots characteristic of the starch-iodine re-
action appeared on the paper. This technique, although extremely sensitive, 
presented two technical problems neither of which, however, affected the 
validity of the results. l"irst, the starch-iodine spots were sensitive to 
light am in time faded and disappeared. In order to make the spots permanent 
it was necessary to undertake the tedious task of retouching them with ink. 
Second, the unretouched spots did not reproduce well on photographic paper. 
Thus, a new technique was developed in an ef.f'ort to obviate these probleu, 
particularly the former, and yet retain the high sensitivity of this well pro-
ven technique. 
The new procedure consisted of applying paper, coated with palladium 
chloride, to a skin surface previously painted with potassium iodide. In the 
presence of sweat, a preCipitate of palladium iodide formed distinct dark 
brown spots on the paper. 
The palladium chloride used -was as pure as is commercially available. A 
1 per cent solution was used but, due to insoluble impurities, only the de-
canted supernatant obtained after centrifugation could be used. The solution 
was applied to the bond paper by means of large cotton applicators. 
The area of skin :trom which records were to be obtained was painted with 
lO 
a 40 per cent solution of potassium iodide in 50 per cent ethyl alcohol and 
water. Potassium iodide is rather highly soluble in water but only slightJ.y 
soluble in ethyl alcohol. '£he alcohol was added to make the solution more 
volatUe and give it a lower surface tension. This resulted in a rapidlY' dry-
ing liquid fUm that left a thin evenlY' dispersed coating of potassium iodide 
crystals on the skin surface. 
The spots of palladium iodide which are formed in the presence of sweat 
are permanent. However, during the application of the paper to the skin, 8 few 
small crystals of potaasiwn iodide invariably adhere to the paper. Since the 
forma tion of the precipi ta ta at palladium iodide requires the presence of 
water, a spot will not appear :it' sweat is not present at the point of contact 
at such a crystal. However, potassium iodide is somewhat hY'groscopic and it 
the recording papers remain in contact with a warm humid environment, these 
crystals will in time pick up enough moiature to allow the formation of the 
palladium iodide precipitate. Spate maY' then appear on the papers which were 
not caused by sweat. In a summer enVironment of 9001, and 90 per cent relative 
hUllidity, these "talse" spots sometimes appeared in one hour. In the cooler 
fIIlontb.s at the year, when the room temperature was lower and the absolute water 
content of the air was considerably less, the hygroscopic abilitY' of the 
potassium iodide was apparently not great enough to bring about hydration ot 
the crystals and the "false lf spots did not appear. Recording slips have been 
stored in the latter environment tor several months without the appearance of 
the "false" spots. 
This fault in technique was detected during the latter part of the investi-
u 
gation. It was observed that recording slips which sho .... ~d no spots at the time 
of experimentation did show some spots when the papers were graded a day or two 
later. It was then deomed necessary to cover all the slips with a protective 
coating that would seal, after experimentation, tho recording surface of the 
paper from the environmentsl moisture. An effective seal was made by the 
application of a strip of Du Pont Mylar tape to the recording surface. This is 
a transparent pressure sensitive polyester tape similar in appearance to 
Scotch cellophane tape btl t wi th decided addi tiona! advantages. OVer long 
periods of time, it will not dry out, discolor, become brittle, or lose its 
tack. Its moisture resistant properties prevented the formation of ttfalse" 
spots even illhen the tape coated recording papers were exposed to steam. 
In a series ot mock experiments in which a rubber membrane was substituted 
for the skin surface, spots did not appear on the recording papers. 
Considerable trial and error was necessary before this simple method of 
protecting the recordiJlti papers was devised. Dur~ the interim, the studies 
were conducted with the aid of the starch-iodine technique. A comparison 
study of the two methods showed no essential difference in the swat patterns 
recorded simultaneously from two adjacent skin areas. 
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3. Methods of TemPE:rature Mea31.trement 
Skin temperatures in all studies were measured by Means of a Brown In-
strument Company continuous thermocouple recorder. nlis apparatus consists of 
16 copper-constantan thermocouples connected to a potentiometric circuit. An 
automatic selector switch operating at 2 second intervals permitted tJJe re-
cording of all 16 thermocouples in 32 seconds. A permanerl.t record vas obtained 
on moving graph paper calibrated in o.?> intervals from COC. to SOOC. Speci.al.l.1 
designed oral and rectal thermocouples were also attached to this circuit. 
Ambient temperatures vi thin the limits of the recorder were likevise measured 
in this manner. Ambient temperatures above 500C. were obtained with a mercury 
the!"nlODleter. 
In several 8 tudies, ooncoJli tan t wi th thermocouple recordings, the skin 
temperatures were meaaured with a Stoll-Hardy Radiometer (44). '!he heat sensi-
tive elements of this instrument are 4 very small thermistors SUitably con-
nected in a Wbeatstone Bridge. Temperature readings in OC. above or below 
ambient were read. direotly trom a meter scale on the instrument. Ambient 
temperature was recorded trom an aluminum reference block against which the 
radiometer head was balanced before each temperature reading. 
4. T!xperi.'llental Procedure 
This study consisted of 63 experiments conducted on 10 normal and 4 
paraplegic subjects. The paraplegic subjects studied had surgically verified 
anatomically complete spinal transections between the levels of T3 aI~ TB. 
Subjects with transections below -this level were not studied because it has 
been reported (45) that postganglionic sympathetic fibers to the It:~s may have 
some preganglionic connections as high as T9. 
All subjects reclined on the screen mesh bed for at least 45 minutes prior 
to experimentation. All paraplegiC subjects were protected from the screen 
mesh by a foam rubber mattress 4 inches thick. This was necessary to avoid any 
excessive pressure on skin areas below the level of the lesion. During this 
pre-experimentation period, the bed and subject were placed in the appropriate 
position. The "hot" junctions of the thermocouples, mounted in plastic holders, 
were fastened to the regional skin areas with Scotch tape (Figure 2). 
In BlOst of the studies the same 8 representative regional skin areas were 
used for recordings. They wer~ the following: the dorsum of the foot, calf, 
thigh, abdomen, chest, forearm, upper arml and forehead. The calculations of 
DuBois et ale (46) (Table I) were used to determine the percentage ot bod,. 
surface area heated in the "minimal area" studies. 
Sweat papers were placed on the painted areas for a period of 15 or 30 
seconds at intervals of 2, 3 or 4 minutes (Figure 2). In studies in which the 
radiometer was used, a reading from each B.rea was usually obtained at intervals 
lIn these studies the upper arm refers to the area between the foream 
and the shoulder. 
- \ 
Fi gur e 2 
Head (not including neck) 
Upper extremities (excluding hands) 
Hands 
Feet 
Legs 
Thighs 
'!'runk (including neck) 
15 
Percentage of total 
body surface area 
7 
14 
5 
7 
13 
19 
35 
100 
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of 8 to 10 minutes. The relative comfort of the normal subject was periodi-
cally checked to avoid any psychic influence from extreme discomfort. In the 
case of the paraplegic subject, the rectal or oral temperature was closely 
observed as wll as his subjeotive sensations of comfort. It was desirable to 
avoid an elevation in body temperature appreciably in excess of 1.5oc. 
Before the conclusion of numy experiments the chamber door was opened and 
the interior rapidly cooled. A fan was sometimes used to accelerate this 
cooling. 
EXPERIMENtAL RESUL'IS 
1. Patterns of Sweat Recruitaent in Nomal Man 
Figure 4 represents a "typical" pattern ot successive craniad recruitment 
of regional areas when the entire body of normal man was exposed to a rising 
environmental temperature. As in all studies, the magnitude of the swating 
responses was expressed in arbitrary uni ts from a plus 1 to a plus 10 
(Figure 3-). AlthoUih there were variations in the timing of recruitment trom 
area to area in different exper:1ments, the general patterns remained remarkably 
consistent. The lowermost portions ot the body alway. exhibited sweating be-
fore the uppermost areas. A time lapse of 20-$0 Ninutes commonly occurred be-
tween the appearance of swat on the dorsum ot the foot and its appearance on 
the forehead. The more rapid the rise in environmental temperature, the 
shorter the time interval required for recruitment ot all areas. The earliest 
sweating rates could not be detected by visual observations of the skin but 
were marked and unmistakable when recorded by the palladium iodide or starch 
paper techniques. At ambient temperatures illustrated in Figure 4, a relative-
ly profuse response was eventually seen on all areas. The sudden and dramatic 
decline in sweating was effected by opening the chamber door and cooling the 
interior as rapidly as possible. 
A similar pattern of recruitment also obtained in normal man when only 
Ute lower (Figure $) or upper (Figure 6) portion of the body was heated in the 
17 
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Fit:ure 3 (a) Sweat intansity gradine chart 
(b) Plus 3 sweatin~ response .from dorsum 
of the foot of paraplecic patient 
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NORMAL SUBJECT 
ENTIRE BODY IN CHAMBER 
45 
35 
25 
CHAMBER TEMPERATURE °c 
37.5 RECTAL TEMPERATURE °c 
37.0 
311 
10 
5 
35.2 36.4 36.9 3~6 340 
0 FOREHEAD 
10 
310 5 
397 326 344 35.8 35.8 338 
0 UPPER ARM 
10 
S 
W 5 E 33.0 350 36.4 311 35.6 33.0 A 0 FOREARM T 10 
I 5 N 
T 34.1 35.4 36.6 348 340 
E 0 CHEST 
N 10 
S 
I 5 36.6 T 34.5 35.4 33.0 
Y 0 36.2 ABDOMEN 35.9 
U 10 
N 
I 5 35.1 T 32.8 34.9 
S 0 THIGH 
10 
5 337 33.1 
0 CALF 
10 
5 35.0 34.3 29.4 DORSUM FOOT 
0 
4 8 12 24 36 48 60 72 
TIME 
(2 MINUTE INTERVALS) 
Figure 4 
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NORMAL SUBJECT 
LOWER HALF OF BODY IN CHAMBER 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
CHAMBER TEMPERATURE °c 
26 
24 TEMPERATURE OUTSIDE CHAMBER °c 
374 
37.0 
RECTAL TEMPERATURE °c 
10 
5 34.8 3~.1 34.2 34.5 34.4 34.0 34J FOREHEAD 0 , 
10 
5 32.9 32.8 32.5 32.4 32.6 3L. 7 33.1 33.3 33.1 UPPER ARM 
S 0 
W 10 
E 5 33.6 A 3.6 32.0 32.7 33.2 3~.4 3~.2 FOREARM T 0 
10 
I 34.1 N 5 34.0 34.0 3~.6 31.4 T 32.0 32.0 33.0 33.4 CHEST 
E 0 
N 10 
S 5 I 34.6 34.7 34.8 34.9 34.2 3-:.6 ABDOMEN T 0 Y 10 
U 5 37.5 36.9 36.6 N 34.2 36.0 THIGH 
I 0 3?7 38.7 
T 10 38.2 
S 5 3?6 35.4 35.4 
31.9 34.2 3!-0 CALF 
0 38.7 39.3 39.8 
10 
5 
30.5 
37.6 
35.4 DORSUM FOOT 
0 
369 12 24 36 48 60 72 84 96 108 
TIME 
(3 MINUTE INTERVALS) 
Figure 5 
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NORMAL SUBJECT 
UPPER HALF OF BODY IN CHAMBER 
chamber. The level of the umbilicus vas the dividing line between "in" and 
flout". In these studies it was necessary to heat the portion of the body in 
the chamber for a longer period of time and to a hiper temperature in order 
to recru.it sweating on all areas. 'lbe magnitude of response was usually less 
on areas outside the chamber than on those inside the chamber. 1his wu 
particularly tru.e when onl;y the lowr portion of the body vas heated (Figure S) 
However, exceptions occurred am are illustrated by the forehead responses in 
Figures 5 and 6. 
Figure 7 represents a studT with the norrul. subject seated outside the 
chaber wi th one upper extremity inserted into the ch_ber through the rubber 
diaphraga. Under these conditions an essentially nontal pattern ot recruit-
ment was inyariably obtained on all subjects. '!'he magnitude ot the sweating 
response. tor all areas outside the chamber waa les8 than in the sindies with 
all or halt ot the body inside the chamber. In the experiaent UIWJtrateci in 
Figure 7 recom ot sweating were not made on the parts inside the chamber. 
When both teet of the normal subject were exposed in the heated chamber, 
a successive 1"ecruitaent ot all areas again obtained (Fiaure 6). Very hiib 
chamber temperatures were necessary to elici te such a reaponse (over 6OOc.), 
but in no instance was tailure to recru.it all are .. encountered. Tille inter-
vals at an hour and a halt or 1IlOre were usual17 observed between the appearance 
of sweating on the dorsum of the toot and ita appearance on the upperaost 
areas. Responses on all areas outside the chamber were of relatively low 
magnitude u compared to the studies that involved heating at larger eu.rtace 
areas (Figur •• S and 6). 'Ibis was not true for the areas being heated. Note 
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the relatively higli. level of response on the dorsum of the foot in Figure 8. 
Recordings trom. this area were not made for the duration of the experiment be-
cauae prolonged exposure to such very high temperatures became unbearable for 
the individual taking the recordings. 
In a tew experiments, occasional bursts ot sweating appeared on the tore-
head before they were observed on the other upper areas. 
Figure 9 exhibits data obtained in an experiment in lihioh onlY the head 
and a arge portion or the subject'. neck were in the chaaber. '!he head it-
seU' represents approxilllately 7 per cent of the body anta and the entire neck 
another 2 or ) per cent. Consequently, close to 9 per cent of the body sur-
tace area wu exposed to heat. In this 8eries of studies recruitaent of all 
areas consistently required less tille and le •• heat than when both feet were 
exposed to the hi&h temperatures. 'lbe "head in" studies exhibited result.e 
remaricabl7 similar to the "am in" studie •• 
It is especially interesting that sweating first appeared on the fore-
heacl 42 minutes after 1 t had been recorded on the dorsum. of the toot even 
though only' the head vas exposed to the high ambient temperature. 1'118 1s in 
signiticant contrast to the data illustrated in Figure 8 in which sweating 
fir8t appeared on the area waraed. 
A study ot the norrul subject with one foot in the cbantber is illustrated 
in Figure 10. In this series, faUure to recruit sweating on all areas 
occurred. tor the first tille. Exposing the foot to a progressive elevation in 
temperature up to 7~. over a period at 2 1/2 hours tailed. to produce sweating 
above abdomen. In each ot seven such experirllents all areas up to and including 
the abdomen were reoruited but in no instance was sweating observed on Il1'fT 
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28 
area above the abdomen. Figure 10 represents the practical liIIi ts ot the ex-
perimental procedure with regard to time and temperature. Expoaure of an area 
to such high ambient temperatures for an appreciably longer period caused 
pain in the heated area and emotional sweating supervened. 
A oomparison of the sweating responses of the dorsum. at the toot placed 
inside the chamber am the dorsum of the foot outside the chaJlber showed that 
both or these areas recruited betore an;r others. However, the dorsum ot the 
foot reoeiving the heat recruited tirst am attained higher levels ot sweatinc 
than did the other toot. This is in contrast to experiments (not illustrated 
in this paper) in which recordings were taken simultaneously from both feet. 
Vlen they were the on17 areas being heated. Both teet began sweating at the 
S8118 t1l'lle and the patterns ot their responses were almost identical. 
Figure 11 repreaents the pattern of response when only one hand was heated. 
In this figure, the plotted 8cale of re8ponse has been doubled. In no instance 
did recruitment ascend above the level ot the thigh and in one subject it did 
not appear above the calf. AfJ:I' awe.ting responses observed, although. very 
definite, were of a low magnitude and were not sustained above the zero level 
for long periods. The experimental condi tiona ot this study were almoat iden-
tical to those of Figure 10 aM both studies were conducted on the a.e 
subjeot. 
All or the illutrated studies involving only a portion at the bod)" in 
the dlamber were selected because the ambient temperatures outside the chamber 
were similar. This ohoice vas made 80 that the total thermal StimulU8 required. 
to erfect the various recruitment patterns could be oOJlpared. S1mUar studies 
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)0 
were conducted when lower ambient temperatures e.xisted outside the chaber, 
the 10._t being 19Oc. In none of these vas there a chanp in the JlUJaber of 
area. reoruited. However, an incre .. e was uaualq observed in the t1ae and/or 
the heat required to bring about recruitllent. 
31 
2. Observatiou on Oral and leotal f!mPera wes or Nonaal Man during Sweat 
Recruitment 
When the entire body of noraal un was heated in the chaaber, recruitment 
ot .. atin& "eneran,- started betore any chanae in oral or rectal temperature 
occurred and in JIWl7 instanoes (illustrated in Figure 4) all are .. COIllll4t11Ced 
.veati.Di betore these temperatures 1"O.e. An elevation in these temperaturea 
was oo-.only seen atter the chamber door .... opened and aweatina declined or 
stopped. 
When halt or the body waa e.xpoaed to heat, reo:ruitaent ot aveatina U8Uall7 
8tarted before rectal tAmperature l"08e aDd. aometimes vas eoapl.ete betore lInT 
riae occurred. (F1aure S). Hore trequentl7, ho .... ver. bod,. tAperature showed 
80M elevation betore all areas started to sweat (Figure 6). The .. dilterenees 
were not correlated with heating a particular half ot the bod7. 
When 1 .... 1' amounts ot body surtac. were exposed to heat (Figures 7, 8, 
9, 10 and 11) rectal teaperature "enerall7 remained constant or teU pro-
iNs.ive17 durina the experiaent. In the experiaenta illustrated in Figures 7 
aDd 11, the dowaward treDd in deep teJaperaturea was reversed atter recrui_nt 
vas .eU .tarted. EWlin in these studies, how .... r, deep temperatures t.Ued 
to riH above control levels. In all ot the 8tudies in lIhich nall areas vere 
hea ted, a rise in dMp temperature above the control level vas observed. on 
only one occasion. 
32 
3. Patterns of Sweat Recruitment in Paraplegia Man 
All of the following observations were made on patients with surgically 
verified, anatomical.ly complete spinal cord. tranaections. When the entire 
body of the paraple~ic subject was placed in the chamber and the tenq>erature 
progressively elevated, sweating appeared on those areas completely reaoved 
from hlah center control (Figure 12). loosed, it occurred first on the lower 
extrea1ties and prooeeded cephaled in the identical recruitment pattern de-
scribed for the noraal subject. Thus, we -1' draw the significant conclusion 
that a thermal sweating reflex was mediated by sepents of the spinal cord 
below the level of transection. Sweating on the lower areas was ot relativel.y' 
low intensiV lhen compared with the normal subject (Figure 4). Nevertheless, 
the thermal spinal reflex was clear cut and sometimes reached the m.agnitude ot 
a plue 4 response (Figure 3a). Figure 3h iB an un-retouched photograph of a 
plus 3 response trom the dorsuJll ot the toot of a patient with a complete 
leeion at 1'$. A cOilparison ot Figure. 4 and 12 reveals ·';.hat the tiJlle and heat 
required to effect recruitment of 8watJ.ng .e essentially the 8ame for the 
normal and paraplegiC subjects. Sweating usually started before a rise in 
body temperatnre occurred but a rise invariably occurred before all areas were 
recruited. 
In order to further examine the factors responsible for 'the initiation of 
epinal reflex neating, the paraplegic subject was stndied with only the upper 
or lower portion of his body exposed to heat. '.the level ot structural injU17 
to the spinal cord was the dividing line between "in" and "out". Figure 1) 
represents a study in which only that portion or the body below the level ot 
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3S 
the le8ion was heated in the chamber. As in the norm.al. subject (Figure 5), 
heating onlY' the lower portion ot the body was sutt1cient to bring about re-
cruitment ot sweating on the entire body. Note that the dorsum ot the toot 
began to sweat betore a body temperature riae ocourred, but a rise at 0.40c. 
was ob8erved betore all at the areas below the lesion exhibited a response. 
A rise at over a degree in oral temperature oocurred in tile latter stage of 
the study due undoubtedly to the low sweating responses on most areas. It is 
interesting that even with prolonged heating at very high teaperatures and 
with an elevation in bod,. _perature of over a de~e centigrade, the 8weat-
ing re8ponses on the lower extremities 8till did not rise a great 8JIOunt abaft 
the relatively low initial rates. The no1'lll&l subject with the lower portion 
of the body in the ch ... ber exhibited considerably higher ra tea on theae lower 
are.... However, the temperature and t1Jae relationship tor l"8c.Nitment ot all 
areas _s again the SUle as that ot the nomal subject. 
When the paraplegiC subject waa reversed so that onl,. portion ot the body 
above the lesion was heated, the nol'lUl recruitraent pattern was bJ'Oken 
(Figure lh). Sweating occurred first on the upper portion ot the body and 
laat on the lower extremities. Theae lower areas eJd1ibi ted a response onl,. 
after prolonged heating at high environmental. teaperature8 and only after body 
temperature had men trom 0.60 to 1.ooC. When swating did appear on the 
lower extremities it lAS in a characteri8tic recruitment pattern, that is, 
wi th the dorsua ot the toot sweating fir8t. 
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4. Skin Temperatures ot Bormal Man 
In all experiments skin teapera turea vere recorded bY' means ot thermo-
couples. In 8OfIl8 experiments radiometer measurements were also taken. A com-
parison of data derived siJllultaneously' froa the two _thods is illustrated in 
Figure IS in which a subject was studied with the lower extreait,1ee in the 
chamber. 'lhel"lllOcouple azxt radiometer measureDlents usually agreed within 
0.5°0. until ambient temperatures exceeded 400-4?>0. At hi&ber ambient 
temperatures a deviation ot 2.000. or more was commonly observed between the 
rea.dings of the two methods. The tbe:naocouple readings were always consistent-
ly higher and. undoubtedly' did not correctly repreaent the skin temperatures, 
8ince the thermocouple8 were unshielded and were influenced by the radiant 
eources in the chamber in the saae wa.y as the skin to which they were applied. 
The thermocouple data were plotted tor all experiments Ulustrated in this re-
port because they were more complete. At hiah abient temperatures where this 
data was questionable, it was employed only to interpret general directional 
changes in skin temperature. 
When the entire body ot nol'JUl man was heated in the chamber a rather 
rapid early nee in skin temperature occurred on all areas (Figure 4). '!he 
areas with the lowest initial temperatures exhibited the greatest percentage 
change (e.g. dorSUJll of the foot). When sweating co_enced on an area, the 
temperature uaually continued to rise but at a slower rate. It is 1.nterest1n& 
that even though the forehead exhibited the highest temperatures it was one 
of the last areas to sweat (Figure 4). On the other hand, the dorsUll ot the 
toot had the lowest temperatures and it _s the tirst area to sweat. \then 
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tile chamber was rapidly cooled, 8. precipitous drop in temperature occurred on 
all areas. 
When only a portion ot the body was heated, skin teMperatures on that 
portion cons1stontJ..y rose in a JI8.llner similar to that described above. '1'he 
rise was greater, however, when the elevation ot temperature was greater and 
the duration ot application longer (e.g. dorswa ot the toot, Figures 6 and 10). 
A difterent teMperature pattern was characteristic ot the areas outside 
the chamber. These areas usually showed an initial rise in temperature and 
it sweating occurred, leveled ott or even declined. These points are well 
illustrated on the upper areu in Figure $. Exception to this sOIlet1mes 
occurred. For example, the dorsum of the toot and the oalt in Figure 6 show 
a progressive decline in temperature throughout the entire pre-swating and 
sweating periods. 
Frequ.en'tl.7, when the chamber was suddenly cooled, a riae in skin temper .... 
tnrw 'NIlS obser'Yttd on areas outside the chamber atter they had ceased awea Ung. 
'!his rise often continued at a gradual rate untU the tendnation ot the experi. 
aent (Figure 7). 
Superimposed upon the long range progressive increases or decreaaes in 
the temperatures ot various areaa were short term periodic tluctuations. Such 
changes did not appear to tollow a set pattern, and were obaened most fre-
quentlyand clearly on areas outside the ch8Jlber. '!he upper areas in Figure 11 
illustrate thia point. A minute to minute anal78is ot these temperatures 
(not illustrated) revealed very gradual increases and. decreas.s in the tempera-
tures of these areas. 
bo 
s. Skin Temperatures ot Paraplegic Man 
When the entire body ot the paraplegic subject was heated in the cna.ber, 
the skin temperature pattern was essentially the same as in the ool"lllal in-
dividual. However, the peak temperatures attained on most areas were usually 
higher than those exhibited by the normal individual (Figures 4 and 12). 
In studies in which the lower portion of the paraplegic subject was in 
the chamber, all areas exposed to heat showed a progressive rise in temperature 
as did those ot the normal subject (Figure 13). Most upper areas outside the 
chamber exhibited a gradual rise which on occasion tended to "level oft" dur-
ing the sweating phase (e.g. forearm and chest, Figure 13). The magnitude ot 
temperature change of areas outside the chamber was not as great u in the 
normal subject. Also, the outside areas did not show as large a drop in 
tem.perature during the sweating phase as did comparable areas in the I1OMa! 
subject. A riae in tem.perature of outside areas was sometimes observed several 
llinutes atter oooling the chaJlber. This rise usually continued until the 
tertlination of the study (e.g. chest and foream, figure 13). 
a:ten only the upper portion of the paraplegic subject was heated, the 
upper areas exhibited resPQnses essentially the same as the normal. subject ex-
cept that the peak temperatures were hi&her (Figure 14). A progress! .... fall 
in the temperatures of the lower areas outside the chamber was observed. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The 8tud18S on paraplegic patients were initially pl.anned in an effort 
to aore COJrlpletely understand the phenomenon of sweat reoruitaent in normal 
un. Beoau.e several inf'ormative conclusions may be drawn from the .. studie. 
it .... pracUcal to discuss them. first. 
'lbe sweating responaes below the level of surgically verified anatoJllically 
ooaplete spinal cord tranlecUou deJlOnstrate beyond question the exi.tence of 
theraal .pinal reflex swe .. ting in JUD. This fact has not been deaonstrated 
preViously and. is in direct contrast to cl .... ioal ooncepts. Although the 
:respo.e is olear and. uraiatakable (Figw:-e 3a) its relatively lov intenSity'. 
a. oompared with normal, indicate. that the thermal .pinal reflex oan elioU •• 
.. awating respoue ot only a 11aited Jl&p.itude. For prof\lse Bweating rate. 
to oocur, continuity' between the .pinal cord and the hypothal.UlU8 appears 
necessary. The sequentIal recruitment of a'Neat glands on the lower extrell1ties 
and the CJ'Cllc naturw ot the respon.es demonstrate that the isolated spinal 
cord i. c .. pable of .li01t1l1& the ... qualitative response as in the norsul. 
subjeot. The essential differenoe observed in this lnvestiiRtlon ... ~ant1-
tati ..... 
It is probable that one or IIOre of the tollowing iactol'8 were primarilY' 
ftspomdble for elioiting the thermal reilex pattern below the lesion. First, 
the enV'iroDll8ntal teMperature aoting direotly on cutaneous receptors and/or 
erfector organs. Second, an elevated blood temperature varaing cutaneous re-
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captors am/or effector organs. 1h1rd, an elevated blood temperature affect-
ing apinal centera. An attempt was made to resolve this probl_ by studyillg 
the paraplegic subject placed half in and half out of the chamber. Applica-
tion of heat to areas below the lesion induced a normal pattern of recruit-
ment of sweating on all areas. However, when the heat was applied to are .. 
above the lesion the norrul recruitment pattern VB broken. i'bis conclusively 
demonstrated that thermal stimulation of cutaneous receptors and/or effe.tor 
organa was required for re.ruitRlent to occur in a nonaal sequential pattern. 
HoweYer, 8W8ati.n& on the lower extremities, although late, did occur. 111is 
aveating co_enced onl.7 after a very significant elevation in blood. tempera-
ture. In Figure 14 the lower extremities exhibited a continuous decline in 
akin temperature throughout the study. Although the location ot the sensory 
reoeptors to heat is unkno1lll, it i8 difficult to imagine that their tempera-
tures increased as skin tempera'tnres fell. This would tend. to rule out the 
affect ot blood temperature on peripheral receptors and end. organa. 'lhU8, 
the stilluluB for response vaa most probab17 the direct action of an elevated 
blood temperature on spinal centers. 
'lbe fact that the lower extremities eventually sweat in a sequential 
pattern 'lllhen only the areas above the lesion are heated is 1JIlportant to the 
lilole problea ot recruitment. ':1here appears to be within the spinal cord • 
gradient of excitability decreasing in a caudal to cephalad direction. Soae 
evidence of quantitative differences at various spinal levela of facilitation 
in the sudOllOtor patbwqe has been reported (47). In the "upper halt in" 
atudies on paraplegiC patients the external facilitating influence (blood 
"it 
-aperatAlre) vas probably the s8l'Ie at all levels or the isolated spinal oord. 
'lb. apparent &radient or facilitation could th",refore be explained on the 
ba8is of an inherent ditterence in the neuron poola wi thia the spinal cord. 
Ylataver the caU" of this inherent difference, it appears to be retlected in 
a lower threshold tor respon8e. lhe lower threshold areas would be 1Il0re eu:Uy 
faoilitated by a given stinlulus regardless of whether it was afferent drive 
fr<n the periphery or an elevation in eold teaperature. 
The sequential recruitnaent of sweating in the nomal subject could also 
be explained on the buis of 8uch a postulation. Even though in .IIlllD,y of these 
studie. the hypothalamus was undoubtedl.7 exerting an influence, it is difficult 
to imagine sequential. reoruitJaent tacilitated by ditferential h)'pOtbalamic dis-
charge. or preferential pathways to various oord levels. It 8eems IIOre reaeon-
able that hypothalamic influence 18 exerted by a siJdlar and 81mul.tanaoUB dis-
charge to all spinal areas. If the latter 1I8re true, what appea1"8 to be a 
cradient of facilitation of various spinal leve18 would aotuall7 be a gradient 
in exoitability' of the neuron poola wi thin the cord. 
The .tudies on noraal subjeot. that COIIlprised heating of 9 per cent or 
les8 of the total body 8uriace all demonstrated complete pr fraotional ee-
~ent1al recruitment of the body. The sudomotor reeponses were direct.l7 re-
tlated to aeMory stimulation by heat. As the percentage of heated area in-
~re&8ed, the COJrlpleteness of recruitment and/or the intensity of response in-
creased. Also, the reSpGMes were directl7 related to the duration and in-
tensity of heat application to an area. It is obvious trom these .tudies 
that the afferent drive trma the periphery was exerting a f4c1l1t&ting in-
flue nee upon the cord. This influence could have been directly on the cord or 
indirect throuah a long retlex IMchanislI via the h1POthaluw.s. As for direct 
influence, when only the ara 1& heated, it is difficult to :lmagiDe that the 
lower portion of the cord responded first because there was a &reater im.piJ:I.g-
IUnt ot ilIlpul .. s on it from the periphery. It is more logical to preSWlle that 
the lover cord area is more easily facilitated by a given level of afferent 
drift due to an inherently lower threshold for response. If the influence ot 
atterent drive is exerted via the hypothalamus, then it 1s again improbable 
that a difterential discharge to various eord levels occurs. Although. no 
direct ph)"Siological evidence exists dem0ll8trating the existence of a lona 
reflex Yia the h1POtbalaau.s, the a.oatomical pathwqs, al thoup unknown, proba-
b17 do exist. The profuse projection of aseeming tiber tracts into the hypo-
thalamus make it easy to postulate the existence ot such a patbwq. Probably 
there is both a direct am an indirect influence of afferent drive on the cord. 
The h)-pothalamus undoubtedly contributes to the aagn1tw1e ot the sveat1ng re-
sponse. This is demonstrated by the tact that the responses obtained. on the 
lower extrea1 ties ot the normal subject when obly the arra was heated were 
greater than those of the lower extremities ot the paraple.ic pat:18nt when hia 
entire body 1IU heated. 
In these "minimal area" studies the recruitment responses during periods 
of talling rectal temperature m.1nillliaed the possibUitq of their origin in 
riSing hypoth.al.aaic temperature. Although rectal temperature may not 
necessarily reflect hypothalamic temperature, it 1& unlikely that the two 
temperatures would proceed in opposite directions. 1be "head in" stndiea lU.T 
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be an except.1on to this. 
fhere are several experiaenta1 delllonatrationa that &1Ye f'urt.hltr indication 
that the 1'8ol"ll11aent patterns in normal DUm. are l"8tlexl7 mediated at spinal 
levels. 'irst, the lower ext.rud.ties started sweating first regardless of' 
which area of the body' was beated. Second, 1Ihen both teet were beated aweat.ing 
began s1lmlt.aneousl,.. on both teet. WIlen onJ.T one f'oot. was heated awa'tiDI 
occurred on both feet but it .ppeared earlier aDd l'8.ched • higher atenaitT on 
the h.ated side. 1h1rd, "en onl1' the upper extl'Ul1t.y" or head vas he.ted, aDd 
the chamber suddenly cooled, sweating subsided quite abruptly' on .ost ar .... 
Fourth, all of' thea. phenomena occurred when the d.ep taperawre was at or 
below control leYe1s. Aleo, lIhen the entire body was heated and then cooled, 
rectal taperaiura usuall,.. rose as s .. ating subsided. It ia ditficu.l t to 
reconcile theee facta without poetulat1n& spinal aed.iation of' tbe1'lUl. renex 
s •• ting. 
When 7 per cent or .ore of' the total bod,.. surfaos of the norul. subject 
vas he.ted a sequential reol"Uitaent ot .... tinaw .. observed on all regional 
areas. When 3.S per cent or less of' the bod7 surtact vas heated a tractional 
reoru.itaent of the body obtained. Thus, tor tbe axperiMntal conditions pre-
.anted, the IIiniIIal amount of' the body surt.ce area that .st be heated. to 
briDe about recruitment ot the entire body 11es between 3.5 and 7 per cent of 
the total surface area. 
The -head in" and -&rJI in" studies each involved heating .bout. 9 per cent 
ot the body .urtace ar.a. fhe .... or l'8cruitMnt as well as the magnitude 01 
response vas consistently areatAr than when 7 per cent 01 the body area was 
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heated. Also, recruitment of more areas consistent.l.y occurred when ODe toot 
(l.' per cent) was heated than when one hand (2.5 per oent) was heated. 'Ulus, 
a 1 or 2 per cent reduction in total surface area heated caused a definite 
difference in response. An alternative explanation for these differences 
could involve a signifioantly different concentration ot afterent receptors 
in the hand and toot. Since the.e stmiies were made on heated surface areas 
near or below the minimal necessary to effect complete reoruitment, it is not 
particularly' surprising to see this. Even thoU&h 1 per cent of the total bod)" 
surface is a very- small traction ot the whole, a reduction ot this amount froll 
the "one foot in" to the "one hand in" studies represented approximately a 10 
per cent reduction in the area being heated. A comparison ot the "head in" 
and "&1"11 in" studie. with the "both feet in" studies represented a deere a .. of 
only 2 per cent of the total. body surtace area being plaoed in the chamber. 
However, it represented a reduction ot over 20 per cent in the area actual17 
heated. 
The sudden dec~ine in sveatina, observed in aa.ny of the studies when the 
chmber was rap1.dly cooled, occurred betore any significant change in deep 
tempera1ure was recorded. It was BlOst probably due to two factors. First, 
the withdrawal of sensory stimulation by' heat and the consequent decrease in 
arferent drive. Second, reflex central inhibition brought about throuch 
st1aulation ot 1nb1bitory arterents by the cool air. 1he central inhibition 
could be caused bY' dirac t action on the cord or by indireot influence through 
a 1011& reflex via the hypothalamus. '!he supposition of central inhibition is 
supported by studies (not illustrated) in which the upper halt ot the body'vas 
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~ated and the chest then cooled by tne application of an ice pack. Even 
thou&h heat vas continuously' applied to the reDlaining upper areas. and deep 
[temperature was not immediately altered, a dramatic cessation ot sweating 
occurred on all areas. 'When this same study wu repeated with the entire body 
in the ch8111:ber, a sudden decrease in sweating rates occurred on all areas. 
~ovever, tbe lowermost areas continued to sweat at a reduced rate. Apparently 
lin the latter studies, the central inhibition was subm1n~ul for complete de-
tpression of the afterent drive eftect at heat on the lower threshold areAS ot 
the cord. 
When the entire bod;y of normal man was heated. in the chamber, the initial 
riee in sld.Ja taperature at all areas reflected primarily two phanom.ena. (1) 
the direct heating ot the skin, and (2) peripheral vasodilatation. '!he latter 
point ia demonstrated b;y the fact that areas of nomally high vasOJlOtor activitJ' 
(e.g. the toot) ahowd a greater ohange in skin temperature than areas ot 
~l'IUllly lea" intense vuomotor activity (e.g. forehead). In theae studies, 
the tendency tor skin taperatuN to level ott lIIhen high sweating rates oceU"'7 ... " 
~eJllOnatrated the direct eftect of evaporative heat 10s8 on skin teaperature. 
When oDly a portion of the body was beated, the common occurrence of nil 
initial rise in skin temperature of the non-heated areas most probably reflected 
retlex peripheral vasodilatation. The "leveling otfft or decline in temperature 
lot these areas when sweating commenced, and the subsequent riae when aweatina 
ceased, otter. further demonstration of a correlation between evaporative heat 
loa. and skin temperature. The pad.odic fluctuations in temperature of non-
sweating areas (e.g. upper areas ot the "hand in" study, Figure 11) also are 
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IProbably indicative ot retlex vaao11lOtor actin v. 
It is particularly interesting that the areas with the higheat initial 
temperatures are not the first to sweat. Also, note that the dorSUDl. of the toot 
in the "one hand in" study (Figure 11) started sweating atter very little chuga 
in ita teJa.perature. A comparison ot this evidence to the akin temperature ot 
the heated toot in the "one toot in" study (Figure 10) demonstrates an import-
ant point. 'lbat ill, the initiation ot a sweating response on a particular area 
is not necessarily correlated with the temperatwre ot that area. 
In the studies on paraplegic subjects an Nsent1.al dittarence trom nonul 
was noted in the skill temperature ot areas below the lesion. This ditter.nee 
was well deaonatrated when only the areas above the lesion were heated. 'lbe 
lower areas ebowed only a decline in temperature with no periodic f'lttctuatioD8. 
SUMMARY 
When the ent1n body of nomal maD 18 u.poHd to a pJ'OsreNlve ele.,.Uon 
ot enY1loJaental temperature, ... at1n& re.po __ ant oballlloter1Hcl by a oem-
aiat.ent pattern of NOruitMnt in wtd.ob ... t1.n& first OGCU1"8 on tbe lOlll,u"IIOet 
port.1on of t.he body and then pn •• edI oephalad to ult1mate17 1nclude all 
re&1ocal areu. '!hie 8 .. ,enel"al pattern of reoruitaent also obtaiu wheD 
le.er aaounte ot the bod,. surface area are he.ted.. '1'he IId.nS •• l amount ot the 
total DocSt .urtaoe that .. t be heated t,o ettect. recnUtaent ot all :naC1oDal 
areas 1. bet_n .3.$ and 7 per cent. Reoruitment of onl.7 the lower are_ of 
the bod)' OOCU1'8 wbu 3.5 per cent or leas is heated. All of the sweat..1.D& 
N.po .... obeerred wben 9 per cent or l.as ot the bocly area 18 heated occur 
"n rectal taper.tuft 1a the ..... or below contrallevele. It 18 po.tu-
lated that then re.poue8 are refle.x17 _cu.ated at ap1nal le_1s. 'lhe proba-
bUi. of raoU1t&Uon ot ap1nal lewlB thJ"OU&b a lona retlex v1atbe h1PO" 
thaI ... i. d1ecuued. 
t6en the entire bod1 ot t,11e panploi,1o patient. (~ wrU'1ed cca-
plate 8p1nal oord transection) 18 e:xpoaed t,o an elevated Ulb1ent teIIip@Irature, 
..... t1rl& doH OCOUl" on tho.,e area. OOIIpleto13 reaovecl from hiP oenter c0n-
trol. It 000UJ"8 tlrat on the lower extl'8m1t1 •• and proc .... cephalad in the 
DOnul ncw1taent pattern. ':!bus, in contrQt to claea1cal concepts, a the 
.. ating "flex 18 mediated by -&Mllta o£ the .pinal cord below the lewl or 
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transection. The tlIO primary causes of these spinal thermal aweatine ft-
spons .. are Bloat probably cutaneoua sensory stimulation by heat, and increased 
exeitabUivof spinal oenters due to elevated blood temperature. 
In nol"lUl subjects a correlation is seen betwen the skin taperatures 
and cutaneous evaporative heat losses. Skin temperature changes indioative 
of peripheral vasomotor activity are also observad.. 
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